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STANDARD HIGHLIGHT
National Standards for Quality Online Courses
Standard C: Instructional Design
C: The online course incorporates
instructional materials, activities, resources,
and assessments that are aligned to
standards, engage all learners, and support
the achievement of academic goals.
C6 The online course provides learners with
multiple learning paths as appropriate, based
on learner needs, that engage learners in a
variety of ways.

STANDARD OVERVIEW
JILL SOUZA, M.A. M.ED., FOUNDER OF NOT MY LEMONS LEARNING, LTD
AND KRISTA TOMASELLI, PH.D., IS THE PRINCIPAL CONSULTANT AT
NATIONAL EDUCATION CONSULTING, LLC

Providing learners with multiple learning paths
empowers them to take control of their learning.
When learners feel empowered and in control of
their learning, their engagement increases. This is
important for at least two reasons. First, increased
engagement often leads to meaningful learning
experiences that remain with learners long after a
course ends. Secondly, increased engagement helps
learners discover new interests, which stimulates
their desire to learn. Presenting content in a variety
of modalities and allowing students to choose how
they will be assessed are simple strategies that
provide learners with multiple learning paths.

How can UDL help you put this standard into
practice?
This video will introduce you to the topic of Universal Design
for Learning and provide you with practical strategies for
implementing UDL in your classroom to foster engagement
and student choice.

“Giving students voice and choice—the opportunity to choose to learn the way they learn best and to direct some aspects of their
learning—helps to make students feel personally invested in their learning and gives them a role in shaping and creating it rather than
it being simply delivered to them.” - Michigan Virtual Learning Research Institute, “How Implementing Voice & Choice Can Improve
Student Engagement”
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HELPFUL HINTS

for putting standard into practice

Other helpful hints for building learner engagement include:
Connect assessments to real-world contexts, leveraging
the information learners already know and
contextualizing new information.
Differentiate content by providing just-in-time
remediation for struggling learners and enrichment
opportunities for advanced learners.
Provide formative activities that allow learners to selfassess their understanding at various stages throughout
the learning process.
Use conferencing to build relationships with learners and
informally gauge their understanding to identify
opportunities for support.
Ensure activities and assessments are aligned to
standards, and communicate explicit criteria for success
in the form of rubrics.
Present content using a variety of media (i.e., text, video,
audio, etc.) to accommodate multiple learning
preferences.
Leverage Universal Design for Learning (UDL) principles to
ensure that all learners have an equal opportunity to
succeed.

Author/Organization Bio
Jill Souza, M.A. M.Ed., founder of Not My Lemons Learning, Ltd., is an
instructional designer and educational consultant. She has taught at the
college and adult-learning levels, managed a GED program, and worked as
a writing tutor. Jill has a passion for applying UDL principles to create
equitable, accessible, and competency-based learning experiences for all
levels of learners.
Krista Tomaselli, Ph.D., is the principal consultant at National Education
Consulting, LLC. She has extensive experience working with at-risk student
populations and designing quality online courses that meet the needs of
all learners. She has worked as a high school English teacher, college
instructor, online course designer, and assistant director of an instructional
design team.
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RESOURCES

to support standard use (mostly practical)

Designing for Student Learning Preferences in the Online
Classroom - These resources offer practical strategies for
designing online education that addresses multiple learning
preferences and increases student engagement.
What are the design factors that drive quality in K-12 remote
learning?
Designing Online Courses for Different Learning Preferences
Designing for Student Voice and Choice - These resources offer
practical strategies for incorporating student voice and choice in
the online classroom, allowing students to take ownership of and
responsibility for their learning.
How Implementing Voice & Choice Can Improve Student
Engagement
Student Voice & Choice in a Remote Learning Environment
Voices from the Field: Promote student choice & voice to
support and differentiate learning
Designing for Learning Pathways - These resources explain what
learning pathways are and offer practical tips for incorporating
learning pathways in an online setting.
What Are Flexible Pathways for Learning?
7 Tips To Create Personal Learning Paths In eLearning
South Carolina Framework for Personalized, CompetencyBased Learning
Designing with Universal Design for Learning (UDL) in Mind These resources offer practical strategies for incorporating UDL
principles in the online classroom.
Ten Steps Toward Universal Design of Online Courses
UDL Guidelines Checklist
FIVE WAYS TO INCORPORATE UNIVERSAL DESIGN FOR
LEARNING INTO YOUR ONLINE COURSE

Check out the NSQ Professional
Learning Portal and NSQ Website for
more resources at www.NSQOL.org
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